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This white paper provides comprehensive information about the BINGO FAMILY game project, including online gameplay and ecosystem, as 

well as several features of a blockchain-based BGOF token economy and non-fungible token NFT.

Notice and Disclaimer:

This white paper is continuously updated by the BINGO FAMILY team. 

The purpose of all content changes is to improve the quality and sustainability of the project.

Version: 2022.03



This white paper is used only for the purpose of providing general information regarding the BINGO FAMILY project, and the information contained 
in the white paper is current as of the date indicated on the cover. The content of this white paper is being written continuously and may be revised 
after review. We reserve the right to update this white paper at any time. The goals set out in this white paper may not necessarily be achieved or 
completed as intended. Any future plans, goals, etc. outlined in this paper for the BINGO FAMILY project should not be considered as absolute facts. 
Participation in the token sale may entail high speculation, and in this regard there is also a risk of complete loss of principal. Prospective buyers 
should thoroughly review the BGOF token sale terms and conditions and carefully consider all risks associated with them. This white paper by itself 
does not guarantee security. In many regions, token sales are subject to scrutiny and regulations are not fully enacted. In addition, some 
organizations consider that the token sale itself may meet the requirements of an investment sale contract. This white paper is not considered 
recommending the purchase of BGOF tokens in any way. As regulations related to cryptocurrencies around the world are constantly changing, 
activities that participate in the purchase of BGOF tokens may involve significant risks, and prospective purchasers should consult with legal and 
tax experts in advance and carefully. You agree that the BINGO FAMILY project is a project under development, it may entail significant changes 
prior to its official announcement, and you must also acknowledge that it does not guarantee the operating period of the BINGO FAMILY game 
ecosystem; You must be aware that it may cease to exist due to various reasons, such as lack of public interest, lack of operating funds, and other 
force majeure situations that may occur in business. 

Although BINGO FAMILY may occasionally send e-mails or contact individuals in the name of the company, we do not request confidential or 
personal information of individuals through these notices. In order to minimize the possibility of fraud, phishing, and other acts committed 
maliciously by third parties, you must never respond to unofficial inquiries other than the official channels and official documents of BINGO FAMILY 
for each individual, and any problems arising from the response are irrelevant to the BINGO FAMILY and the company. BINGO FAMILY-related 
companies, employees, and executives and employees do not make any arbitrary conditions or proposals other than those officially announced, 
and the responsibility for this occurs between the parties, so BINGO FAMILY company is not responsible for it. BINGO FAMILY company does not 
publish or distribute responsible articles, information, content, etc. other than the official channels specified in this white paper. Therefore, any 
information that is configured outside the official channel is irrelevant to BINGO FAMILY and the company.



Online games are an integral part of our lives, and 

we spend a lot of time playing online games. 

Overall, online gaming is clearly changing the daily 

culture of people around the world, and will likely 

accelerate in the future. We are paying attention to 

the various economic activities that are actually 

occurring in the characteristics of the virtual space 

created by the online game space.

Recently, with the rapid increase in attempts at 

blockchain in online games, many users are starting 

to research blockchain on their own, working on 

wallets, and figuring out how to buy 

cryptocurrencies. Now we need a solid incentive to 

motivate players to join a new gaming platform and 

make them feel that they are being rewarded for 

what they actually put in and spend time playing.

The purpose of creating the BINGO FAMILY game is to make the bingo game 

enjoyed by people around the world into an NFT bingo game based on 

blockchain technology, which is easy for users to access, is public-friendly, 

and rewards users' time and effort. The goal is to make it a profitable game 

with economic value.

The BINGO FAMILY game allows users to compete fairly with each other with 

the fundamental pleasure of bingo games and provides real-time rewards 

by forming an incentive ecosystem for game participation with points and 

BGOF tokens. As such, game participants can collect NFT bingo cards that 

are valuable as digital assets along with a blockchain-based transparent 

reward system and have an opportunity to generate sustainable profits 

along with other fun in their daily life. BINGO.FAMILY game will grow into a 

representative NFT game enjoyed by people around the world with 

accessibility, popularity, profitability, safety, and continuous updates. You 

can swap (SWAP) into BGOF tokens designed for in-game transactions and 

rewards.



It's known that bingo originated from a number matching 
game played by called lotto. The first record of Bingo was 
found in 1778 and appeared in the States in the early 19th 
century, then rapidly spread around the world. 
In general, there is a card divided into 25 squares, laid out in 5 
rows and 5 columns with numbers from 1-70 randomly 
arranged in the boxes exclude the center box. Each participant 
is delivered a different card. In the early days of bingo, players 
sit around a box with numbers written on it, then throw a ball or 
an arrow into the box to pick a number publicly and draw the 
number from their card that is equal to the number picked 
from the box. 

Nowadays, Bingo is mainly played as a game that 
makes a straight line in the form of the horizontal, vertical, or 
diagonal line by picking the numbers or words (university 
name, country name, city name, etc…) written in 5x5 squares 
card. With a pen and paper, players draw some horizontal and 
vertical lines (5x5 form is usually used) and randomly write 
numbers or words on a specific topic on it. Then take turns to 
cast out the numbers or words and circle the ones on their 
card. This game decides the winner by finishing a straight 
horizontal, vertical or diagonal line will win the game. The one 
shouting out lout the word "Bingo" first will be the winner.

Instead of taking turns, there is also a rule that each time one 

person casts a word others don't have, he will continue taking 

his turn. If he calls out the word that another has, the one who 

has the word will take turns. In some regions, some rules require 

players to create more than one line or fill in all the squares to 

win (It's called “Black Bingo”). There is also a rule that the first 

player drawing more than a specific line will lose.

This game can be played anywhere because the rules are 

simple with no specific requirements. In Korea, it's become a 

game often played at school with partners during class time 

and self-study time. In the US and UK, it's the most well-known 

game and has become a popular game in casinos because it's 

one kind of lottery. Even though gambling is prohibited, bingo is 

acceptable and is frequently used in prize draws, as hundreds 

of people can participate at the same time.



As the simplest bingo game, a score is obtained every time a user completes 5 horizontal, vertical, and diagonal bingo for 2 minutes 

in 1:1 mode, and the user with the highest final score is the winner.  And the winner will receive higher points than the loser.



TOKEN VALUE COMPARED WITH IN-GAME POINT
1 BGOF = 10 Ingame Point

Head To Head Function (PVP Function)
Entry Fee: 5 – 10 – 50 – 100 Ingame Point 
Same as: 0.5 – 1 – 5 – 10 BGOF (0.25$ - 5$)
Visual already give comment below

Event League: One time / day (Entry Fee 10 / 50 
Ingame Point)
The prize will be distributed based on the ICM 
calculation as below:
Every day will start from 12AM and will close after 24 
hours and will automatically announce the result 
everyday on the board. Then the system will 
automatically distribute the prize to winner account 
based on the calculation table below.

GAME  POLICY
Receive 20 Points (2 BGOF = US$ 1.1)

Checking all available functions:
1. Integrate NFT from Marketplace with account
2. Swapping Function
3. Event League

Withdraw Policy:

To withdraw token from the in-game point, users have to follow 
these rules:

1. Minimum withdraw Token to wallet: 50 BGOF
2. Withdraw transaction fee:
• Day 1: 50% total withdrawal value
• Day 2: 40% total withdrawal value
• Day 3: 30% total withdra`wal value
• Day 4: 20% total withdrawal value
• Day 5 – Day N: 10% total withdrawal value
Note: Re-start counting the day after withdrawing



1. Go online and select your name and avatar

2. A practice game is given, and after that, the 

user can compete against opponents similar to 

the user's level.

3. After the game starts, the game is played for 2 

minutes, and you earn points by completing 

bingo while playing.

4. During the bingo game, when bingo is 

completed, the booster gauge increases step by 

step and the booster is activated. Then the 

booster lets you specify the number you want 

and helps you complete the bingo faster.

5. If a booster is activated but is not used within 3 

seconds, the booster will disappear.

6. Users can get a certain amount of points 

according to the result each time they play 

against an opponent in the free game mode.

THE FIRST STEP OF BINGO FAMILY



How to get point in Bingo.Family
● In the free mode, users can play games with 

their opponents casually and earn points by 

honing their skills to beat opponents. 

However, it takes a considerable amount of 

time and effort to obtain satisfactory profits 

in the free mode.

● If you have the game skills to beat your 

opponents and want to get a lot of points in a 

short time, you need a little investment.

● Users pay as a token($1 amount) for entry fee 

to enter the paid mode. 

● Paid mode is renewed on a 24-hour basis, 

and a total of 144 games are played per day.

● Users can participate in games that match 

their level, compete with numerous 

opponents at the same time, and earn points 

according to the score result. Paid mode is a 

good way for users to quickly acquire a lot of 

points.

HOW TO USE BINGO.FAMILY GAME POINTS 

● Points obtained from the BINGO FAMILY game 

can be used for payment and purchase of 

NFT items using its own market.



★  Game Participation: Pay the BGOF token equivalent to the participation fee of $1, 

and 10% of the entry/participation fee is a commission, of which 2%~3% is used 

as a bonus reserve.

★  Battle method: One on hundreds, thousands, and ten thousands enter the game server 

★  Game winner:

The user with the highest points wins

Gold, silver, and bronze medals are decided according to the score

★  Game reward:

NFT card payment corresponding to gold, silver, and bronze medals

Medal NFT cards have different point values depending on gold, silver, and bronze, and can be exchanged for points through the return functionsers from 

4th will get the certain point

 1:1 FREE ENTRY MODE
★  Game participation: free

★  Match method: One-on-one / Match opponent automatically

★  Game Winner: The user with the highest points wins.

★  Game Rewards: The winner receives certain points set in the game. 

PAID ENTRY MODE



Regarding the number 
appears:

 1. You can choose a number even 
if the number shown has expired.

 2. Selectable even if the number is 
about to be pushed up and 

disappear by the next number.

 3. However, states 1 and 2 above 
have no points. Can only be 

selected on the number board.

Bingo Rules

1. In Blackout Bingo, there are about 3 
seconds after the number appears.

2. Assuming that no countdown time is 
used as soon as 3 seconds is displayed, 

add 200 points.

3. If you touch the number board at the 
end of the 3 seconds, add 101 points.

4. If after 3 seconds touch the number 
board, there is no point.

With PAID Entry Mode

 Game rules: Score points when Bingo is 

completed, and the final score determines 

victory or defeat.



Penalty:

1. When you press a different number plate than the one 
shown

   - Deduct = -25 points/per tap

 2. When the Bingo button is pressed while there is no 
bingo

   - Deduct = - 100/per tap

Incentive:

1. Relating to the number of occurrences time

   *Add differential score according to remaining time

   *Meter recharge offer (varies according to time 
remaining)

 2. When the incentive gauge is full

   *B Item = 4 random numbers appear, if you choose 
this, the corresponding number will appear and click to 
select it.

   *Item = Mark anything on the number board.

   *Up to 3 stacked items designed for the newest items 
to be used first.



• NFT Bingo Family Card 

• Bingo cards can be made with various and unique designs 

and turned into NFT. 

• A certain fee is charged when making NFT Bingo Card and 

converting them into NFT. 

• A sales registration fee is charged when registering in the 

NFT Bingo Card Market. 

• Bingo NFT artwork can be purchased by players 

• As future digital assets, you can create investment 

strategies by purchasing NFTs with varying values from 

professional artists.  



AFFILIATE POINT SALES
We sell bingo game points through partnerships 

with numerous companies of NFT games and 

Metaverse.

●  Affiliated companies can buy and use 

NFT Bingo points for marketing

●  With affiliate marketing, users receive 

a unique participation code

●  You receive points come when you 

enter a coupon in your own information

●  You can use points to shop or cash out

EARNING POINTS
You can participate in the game and receive 

points according to the results.

●  Points can be used to purchase NFT 

artwork and NFT Bingo cards at NFT 

Shop.

●  Points can be used to purchase 

discount products at Bingo Store.

SHOPPING MALL
You can purchase a variety of discounted products 

from bingo family game partners' product categories, 

NFT works of professional artists, and NFT bingo cards 

of members



Online Service

Game Service Menu – Web Version
Profile

NFT Market / Shopping

Share and get $1 reward

Account Management

Service Center

Login/Logout

Game Launch Screen
Photo / ID / Country

Points / BGOF / $

1:1 Match

$1 Paid Match



2-minute 
Timer

Score

Menu
Bingo 

Numbers

My Bingo 
Card

RANKING        1
BONUS $10,000

My Ranking 
Cumulative 

Bonus $

Boost gauge

Booster
Bingo

My Avatar
Bingo number

View opponent's cards
(When selected, the opponent's 

card will stick out)

Add one-on-one paid game mode

We plan to add 1:1 paid game mode through a future 

version update.

The paid 1:1 match will increase the user's participation 

rate with more rewards and benefits.

We will provide thrills, fun, and rewards in a variety of 

ways, such as adding various boosters to the game, 

adjusting the game duration, and equipping skills that 

can defend or defend against the opponent.

In the paid version, a certain portion of the entrance fee is 

saved as a bonus to provide additional event bonus.

- Bingo mission numbers will be displayed on the game 

screen, and those who guess all numbers within the time 

will receive the event bonus.

- From $1 of paid mode participants, we keep about 2% to 

3% as a bonus event, and pay the accumulated bonus 

amount to the user who first completes 5 lines of the 

mission number bingo. However, in this case, 10% of the 

bonus amount will be deducted automatically. 



Our goal for BGOF is to use our tokens as an economic incentive to 

encourage users to participate in game and blockchain ecosystem 

activities.
ㆍ To create a virtuous cycle economy through BGOF tokens, BGOF tokens are 

used for all transactions. The in-game transaction system is perfectly 

established, and the service rules are maintained smoothly, so that game 

players can interact with BINGO FAMILY games.

ㆍ By allowing BGOF tokens to be used for all transactions to create a virtuous 

cycle of economy through BGOF tokens, the in-game trading system is fully 

established, and service regulations are maintained smoothly so that game 

players interact with BINGO FAMILY games.



Allocation Percent Tokens Price
Full lock 
(Months)

Vesting Period 
(Months)

TGE Unlock 
Rate

Monthly Unlock Rate

Strategic Partner 3% 30.000.000 - 6 12 0,00% 8,33%

IDO 0.1% 1.000.000 0.16 0 3 10,00% 30,00%

Team 15% 150.000.000 - 12 24 0,00% 4,17%

Advisory 3% 30.000.000 - 12 12 5,00% 7,92%

Marketing 10% 100.000.000 - 0 48 0,00% 2,08%

Play to earn 34.9% 349.000.000 - 0 60 0,00% 1,67%

Reserve 9% 90.000.000 - 0 60 0,00% 1,67%

Staking 10% 100.000.000 - 0 12 10,00% 7,50%

Liquidity 15% 150.000.000 - 0 12 10,00% 7,50%

Total 100% 1.000.000.000 -



Q4/2021
★ Complete NFT Bingo White Paper 

★ Service name of Bingo: Bingo Family

★ Produce NFT Bingo BI, logo, and symbol

★ Secure domain: www.binngo.family

★ Website and Game Development Planning - Draft

★ Open SNS marketing channel

★ Website layout, design planning, progress and completion

★ Game development detail planning and execution

★ NFT Bingo promotional content production and exposure - video, viral 

content, etc.

★ Each SNS account management and promotion

★ Binance Smart Chain Token Issuance – 1,000,000,000

★ NFT Bingo in-game character, item, and other design progress and 

completion

★ Complete NFT Bingo in-game music and sound effect production

★ Website mini-game planning, progress and completion

★ Preparation of legal opinion.



Q1/2022
★ Preparing for the Global Bingo 

Competition 

★ Distribution of news press releases 

and community viral marketing 

materials

★ Final confirmation of March to 

August  preparation

★ Development March CBT (PC 

version)

★ Marketing: Start advertising on SNS

★ Global Exchange Listing

★ Develop and nourish Discord community, raise 

engagement between players

★ Conferences and talk shows with the community

★ Collaborate with game Guild

★ Game release 2.0

Q3/2022

★ Audit: Sign up by the beginning of April.

★ Marketing: Advertising on SNS and Event

★ Staking Pool

○ Setup to develop Bingo Token Staking 

Pool Solution Foundation feature that 

pre-sets the Presale purchase 

volume.

★ Game release 1.0

★ Listing on DEX Exchange: on Pancake Swap or 

Winery Swap

Q2/2022
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Chief Financial Officer

Mr. Joseph nguyen 
Chief Marketing Officer

Ho Phat
Chief Technology Officer

Edward Tu
 Marketing Manager
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Community Manager
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https://twitter.com/NFTBingo1
https://www.instagram.com/nft.bingo.game/
https://t.me/Bingo_Family
https://discord.com/invite/D3sMxfbxZp
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMrR6-Iz3U6j946nNEb7i6w
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bingfamily/
https://bingofamily.medium.com/
https://bingo.family/
https://www.facebook.com/Bingofamily-107190888462610/


www.bingo.family

We will provide fun and value to our members as much as possible, including early access to our future 

teamwork, such as IRL and metaverse events, more giveaways, unique prizes. Start as an NFT game, but 

we will expand further so that all participants can get sustainable fun and revenue. We also hope that 

you will enjoy the BINGO FAMILY game - a game that helps you earn more value, joy, and revenue!


